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    Emergency Department Use 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Maine’s Advisory Council on Health System Development was given a charge by the legislature in 2008 
to  study  rising  health  care  costs  in  the  State  of  Maine,  determine  cost  drivers,  and  make 
recommendations to the  legislature on policy  interventions that might mitigate the rate of  increase  in 
health care spending. In response to this charge, the Council established a Work Group to study hospital 
emergency department  (ED) utilization  and, based on  an  analysis of ED utilization patterns,  to make 
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Caribou  17,057 905 230  25.4%
Millinocket  7,962 786 190  24.2
Lincoln  13,108 728 188  25.8
Pittsfield  15,386 719 183  25.4
Houlton  18,874 721 179  24.8
Skowhegan  28,965 762 175  23.0
Calais  12,867 765 174  22.7
Waterville  72,460 639 159  24.9
Rumford  15,816 650 148  22.8
Presque Isle  24,828 609 139  22.8
Dover‐Foxcroft  19,775 621 139  22.4
Ellsworth  25,386 579 134  23.1
Norway  24,861 581 129  22.2
Lewiston  121,611 571 128  22.4
Boothbay  6,281 620 127  20.5
Belfast  22,493 585 123  21.0
Greenville  2,468 609 120  19.7
Rockland  49,355 483 109  22.6
Augusta  61,435 487 103  21.1
Sanford  35,224 499 101  20.2
Blue Hill  11,110 490 100  20.4
Machias  16,260 508 95  18.7
Damariscotta  12,082 490 93  19.0
Bridgton  18,530 458 90  19.7
Farmington  33,874 408 90  22.0
Fort Kent  14,710 423 86  20.3
Biddeford  74,963 423 82  19.4
Bangor  131,548 409 81  19.8
Bar Harbor  11,402 471 76  16.1
Brunswick  74,200 367 68  18.5
Portland  265,702 359 68  18.9
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Table 5: ED Visit Rates and Percent of Population Making a Visit for Selected Potentially Preventable Diagnosis (PPD) Visits 



























83.5  7.0%  131.0 9.9% 172.2 13.1% 223.4  16.0% 84.8 7.2% 89.9 7.5%
U.R.I.  17.6  1.6%  28.6 2.6% 29.0 2.6% 56.3 4.9% 16.9 1.6% 20.0 1.9%
Ear Infections  10.0  0.9%  18.4 1.6% 25.5 2.2% 35.4 2.9% 11.8 1.1% 10.3 0.9%




9.3  0.8%  10.9 0.9% 14.1 1.2% 19.5 1.4% 7.2 0.6% 9.4 0.9%
Asthma  5.0  0.4%  8.5 0.7% 17.6 1.4% 13.1 1.1% 5.1 0.4% 4.2 0.3%
Joint pain  6.5  0.6%  7.5 0.7% 7.8 0.7% 10.9 1.0% 4.2 0.4% 8.2 0.8%
Viral Infection  3.5  0.3%  7.7 0.7% 20.1 1.8% 8.1 0.8% 2.6 0.2% 6.1 0.6%
Muscle/soft 
tissue pain 
4.1  0.4%  7.7 0.5% 6.1 0.6% 9.0 0.8% 3.3 0.3% 4.7 0.5%
 
Table 6: ED Visit Rates for Frequently Seen Diagnoses Usually Requiring Emergency Care 
  Bangor  Lewiston Calais Caribou Damariscotta Farmington
  Rate per 1000  Rate per 1000 Rate per 1000 Rate per 1000 Rate per 1000 Rate per 1000
Chest Pain  16.8  18.0 20.0 33.0 19.1 16.0
Open wound 
of finger 
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Table 7: Primary Care Physicians per 100,0008 
  Above Average ED Use  Below Average ED Use 
  National  State  Caribou   Calais   Lewiston  Bangor  Farmington  Damariscotta 
PCP per 
100,000 
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  Above Average ED Use Rate  Below Average ED Use Rate 
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Introduction (10 minutes) 
  
Thank you for joining us today. I’m Danny Westcott from the Muskie School at the University of 
Southern Maine.  I’m the moderator for today’s discussion and part of the team looking into emergency 
room use in Maine communities. My goal is to learn from you what you’ve experienced getting medical 
care for yourself, someone in your family or someone you know well. Let me introduce [NAME], s/he 
is here to help and will take notes. 
 
Some background information--In an earlier study, we learned that Maine has a higher emergency room 
use than other states.  The Department of Health and Human Services in Augusta is funding this 
research project because it’s interested in where people go for health care and why.  
 
Again, thanks for being here. We really appreciate your help in finding the answer to this question: 
Where do you go for health care in your area and why? 
 
Before we begin, I’d like to take a moment to say a few things.  
 
• Our discussion will last approximately 90 minutes. We should be done by [Time].  
• It’s very important to stay for the entire discussion.  Does anyone have to leave early? 
• If you need to use the restroom or get a drink during the discussion, please feel free to do so.  The 
bathrooms are (give directions).  Water and snacks are over there (point). 
• We will only use first names when we talk with each other.  If it’s OK with you, please write your 
first name—or the name you like to be called—on the card and put it on the table in front of you.  If 
you’d rather not, that’s fine. 
• I ask that you not talk with anyone about our discussion outside of this room.  It’s important for you 
to know that people working on the project, including me, will not give your name to anyone or 
share any personal information about you.  
• Your participation is voluntary. You can leave at any time if you want to. 
• With your permission, we will tape record this session to make sure we don’t miss anything you’ve 
said.  [Name] will be assisting me by taking notes.  When we type up our notes and the discussion 
that’s recorded on tape, we will delete your names.  We will also destroy the tape after it is 
transcribed. 
• Please speak clearly, one at a time, so that we hear each other and the tape recorder can pick up each 
voice. 
• Please remember that while we have asked everyone here to respect each other’s privacy and not 
share anything said here with anyone else, we can’t guarantee that this will happen. 
• The findings of this discussion will be included in a report to the Department of Health and Human 
Services about use of emergency rooms in various parts of the state.  If you’d like a summary of the 
report, please email Beth Kilbreth at bethk@usm.maine.edu or call Danny Westcott at 228-8038.  
We hope that the report will finished in the fall. 
• And finally, as a thank you for your thoughts, time and travel, we will give you a gift card for $50 







Consent to Participate (5 minutes) 
 
I believe that consent forms were sent to you so you could read them before you got here.   In case you 
didn’t get one or didn’t bring the form with you, I have another one here. Please read it and if, after 
thinking about it, you want to take part in today’s discussion, please sign it and date it.   Thanks, are 
there any questions I can answer before we start?   
 
















4. Was the ER the first place you contacted about the medical care you needed?  Y/N 
 
5. What are some of the reasons you went to the emergency room?  
 
6. How long had you been dealing with this issue before going to the emergency room? 
 
7. Do you think your care could have taken place somewhere other than in the emergency 
room? Y/N   
 
8. What made it difficult for you to get care somewhere else? 
  
? after office  hours    ?  no longer eligible for MaineCare/uninsured  ?  prescription 
refill/primary not available ?  can’t get appointment that day-need referral 
 
?  told to go there  ?  couldn’t take off work /lose pay? ?  transportation problem 
 




       
**FU Q.  Of all these you’ve mentioned, which problem is the most difficult one you faced. 
 
9. You’ve already talked about this some but to be sure it’s clear, what kinds of places are 
available for getting health care in this area? 
 
? doctor’s office (family practice/primary care physician) ? walk-in clinic ? ER   
?   dentist’s office  ?   
 
10. Are these places available when you need them? For instance, if you, a family member or 
someone you know well is sick in the evening or on a weekend, who would you contact? 
FU Q:  When you saw your doctor, did the doctor tell you what you should do in case you 




11. Now, I’d like to talk about family doctors and other places you can go for regular care.  Do 
you have a family doctor or a regular doctor who you see for routine care?   If you don’t have 
a doctor right now, think about a time when you did have a doctor.  Y/N 
 
12. If you have a family doctor or a place to go for routine care, did you contact them before 




13.  If you call the doctor because you are sick, how long do you typically have to wait for an 
appointment? 
 
14. Does your doctor have someone on call if you need help after business hours? 
 
15. You’ve already talked about this some, but to be sure it’s clear, are there other problems you 
have getting medical care from your doctor? 
 
?  hard to get a referral ?  hard to get a telephone consult ? don’t like doctor 
Transition: 
 
16. For this last set of questions, I’d like to talk about things like walk-in clinics or urgent care 
centers—places you can go to get outpatient health care without an appointment. Do you 




17. What do you like about these places? 







19. You talked about [cite examples] as being some of the reasons you went to the ER rather 
than to your regular doctor or walk-in clinic.  For you, what is the most important change that   
Maine could make so you could get the care you need somewhere else?    
 
?   paid sick leave  ? child care  ?  transportation  ?  other health system improvements 
 
20. On a scale of 1-5, how would you rate access to non-emergency care available in your area?  
1 = not good, 3 = OK, 5 =excellent    
 
? For example, # options, convenience, quality 
 
21. Is there anything I’ve missed? 
 
 
Many thanks again for your time and participation.  The things you talked about today will be very 








A. It’s Monday at 5:00 PM and your baby is crying and fussing with a fever of 101 degrees. Do you 
have a doctor or nurse you can call? 
B. It’s Friday at 5:00 PM and your back pain isn’t getting any better. You have already been out of 
work one day because of the pain, and aspirin has not made it any better.  
C. You have been out of work for two days with a fever and a bad sore throat. Aspirin has helped with 
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11.9% (2006 18-64) 12.3% 16.6% 19.1% 12.0% H-10.4%P 12 8%
F-16.9%
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High or Low ED Use




Rural or Urban Rural Rural Urban Urban Rural Rural
Years and Source
Uninsured





















15% 9% 11% 12% 7% 11% 11% 14%
Calculation 




















CMS - as of 
7/06
2006
CMS - as of 7/06
2007
CMS - as of 
7/07
Medicare Elderly 
Pecentage 2006 state/ 
2007 county
12% 14% 18% 19% 13% 15% 14% 19%
Calculation 




















CMS - as of 
7/06
2006
CMS - as of 7/06
2007
CMS - as of 
7/07
Medicare Disabled 
Percentage 2006 state / 
2007 county
2% 4% 6% 5% 5% 4% 5% 3%
Calculation 
























13% 24% 35% 32% 29% 26% 29% 19%
Calculation 
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58% 45% 32% 28% 46% 44% 35% 36%
Calculation 
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High or Low ED Use




Rural or Urban Rural Rural Urban Urban Rural Rural
Years and Source
All causes of death (per 
100,000 - age-adjusted)































• Injuries – 68%
• Suicide – 14%
• Injuries – 64%
• Suicide – 14%
• Injuries – 59%
• Cancer – 10%
• Suicide – 17%
o Hancock county
• Injuries – 63%
• Suicide – 13%
o Penobscot county
• Injuries – 60%




• Injuries – 48%
• Suicide – 24%
• Injuries – 62%





• Injuries – 22%
• Cancer – 17%
• Heart disease – 18%
• Injuries – 33%
• Cancer – 23%
• Suicide 14%
• Injuries – 25%
• Cancer – 21%
• Heart Disease -14%
o Hancock county
• Injuries – 23%
• Cancer – 24%
o Penobscot county
o Franklin county
• Injuries – 29%
• Cancer – 17%
• Heart Disease -14%
• Suicide – 17% • Injuries – 29%• Cancer – 21%




• Suicide – 13%   – • Suicide – 11% • Injuries – 23%
• Cancer – 20%
• Heart disease – 14%
• Suicide – 12%
o Somerset county
• Injuries – 32%
• Cancer – 13%
• Heart Disease – 
17%
   - CHSR 
45-64
N/A N/A
• Cancer – 40%
• Heart disease – 26%
• Cancer – 35%
• Heart disease – 27%
• Cancer – 40%
• Heart disease – 21%
o Hancock county
• Cancer – 39%
• Heart disease – 23%
o Penobscot county
• Cancer – 37%
• Heart disease – 21%
o Franklin county
• Cancer – 44%
• Heart disease – 22%
o Somerset county
• Cancer – 37%
• Heart disease – 23%
• Cancer – 44%






• Cancer - 21%
• Heart Disease - 32%
• Cancer - 24%
• Heart Disease - 30%
• Cancer - 21%
• Heart Disease - 27%
o Hancock county
• Cancer - 23%
• Heart Disease - 31%
o Penobscot county
• Cancer - 22%
• Heart Disease - 29%
o Franklin county
• Cancer - 22%
• Heart Disease - 26%
o Somerset county
• Cancer - 24%
• Heart Disease - 31%
• Cancer - 26%
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Rural or Urban Rural Rural Urban Urban Rural Rural
Years and Source
Infant Mortality (deaths 
per 1000 live births)













24.5 (24.4,24.6) 23.4 (21.9,24.9) 17.8 (12.0,23.9) 26.2 (17.5, 38.1) 27.6 (22.2,33.9) H-25.9 (19.0,34.8)P-28.3 (23.6,33.8)
F-28.5 (18.5,42.4)






















Colon and Rectum 
Cancer
18.2 (18.1,18.3) 18.7 (17.8,19.7) 22.9 (18.8, 27.6) 24.2 (18.2,31.7) 16.0 (13.0,19.5) H-18.9 (14.6,24.2)P-18.2 (15.3,21.4)
F-22.7 (15.9,31.4)





































Burden of Chronic 
Disease Report 





Death measures - causes of death ( age adjusted to year 2000 standard; per 100,000 pop)
Coronary Heart Disease
 
("diseases of the 
heart")
Lung and Bronchus 
Cancer
53.4 (53.3,53.5) 61.9 (60.1,63.7) 64.4 (57.5,72.0) 75.7 (64.8,88.1) 66.4 (60.1,73.3) H-58.3 (50.5,67.1)P-65.9 (60.4,71.8)
F-50.7 (40.5,62.7)
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Years and Source
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S-3713 2501 N/A N/A
2005
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(within past month)
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note - Cumberland 64.4 
and York 30.2
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High or Low ED Use




Rural or Urban Rural Rural Urban Urban Rural Rural
Years and Source
Specialists per 100,000
N/A N/A 45.06 38.87 67.57 H-50.32P-95.19
F-30.3





Number of Practices 
Cataloged




and online list 
MMA
# School Based Health 
Centers
1709 27 0 2 (Calais Mid/HS)






5 (Dental outreach to 
Livermore Mid/HS; 
Jay Elem/Mid/HS)








































# Mental Health 
Agencies  
N/A 293 3 3 21 18 10 3 N/A  counseling, crisis, 
residential, leisure, 
medication clinic, 
etc.) Count by 
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Years and Source
# Community Health 
Centers
1,067 FQHC
3,751 Rural Health 
Clinics
18 FQHC
38 Rural Health Clinics
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2010 Maine Hospital Emergency Department Use Statewide for Selected Age 
Groups Requested by Payer: Top 30 Outpatient Emergency Department 
Volume 
For this report the top 30 volume diagnoses in total and the top 30 diagnosis within each payer type were 
determined.  











<1 Commercial UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEDIA 366 0 
<1 Commercial ACUTE URIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 302 7 
<1 Commercial FEVER 251 7 
<1 Commercial UNSPEC VIRAL INF CCE & UNS SITE 120 4 
<1 Commercial CONTUS FACE SCALP&NECK EXCEPT EYE 88 0 
<1 Commercial VOMITING ALONE 78 0 
<1 Commercial ACUT BRONCHIOLITIS-OTH INF ORGNSMS 68 8 
<1 Commercial CROUP 67 3 
<1 Commercial FUSSY INFANT 55 0 
<1 Commercial UNSPECIFIED CONJUNCTIVITIS 54 0 
<1 Commercial COUGH 51 0 
<1 Commercial UNS NONINF GASTROENTERIT&COLITIS 48 1 
<1 Commercial HEAD INJURY, UNSPECIFIED 47 0 
<1 Commercial OBSERVATION FOLLOWING OTH ACCIDENT 39 0 
<1 Commercial OBSERVATION OTH SPEC SUSPECTED COND 39 0 
<1 Commercial PNEUMONIA, ORGANISM UNSPECIFIED 30 4 
<1 Commercial RASH&OTH NONSPECIFIC SKIN ERUPTION 26 0 
<1 Commercial DIARRHEA 26 2 
<1 Commercial ACUTE BRONCHIOLITIS DUE TO RSV 25 30 
<1 Commercial BRONCHITIS NOT SPEC AS ACUT/CHRONIC 25 0 
<1 Commercial RESPIRATORY SYNCYTIAL VIRUS 23 0 
<1 Commercial UTI SITE NOT SPECIFIED 23 3 
<1 Commercial FLU W/OTH RESPIRATORY MANIFESTS 22 1 
<1 Commercial UNSPECIFIED CONSTIPATION 21 0 
<1 Commercial INTESTINAL INF DUE OTH ORGANISM NEC 18 7 
<1 Commercial CANDIDIASIS OF MOUTH 18 0 
<1 Commercial UNSPECIFIED ACUTE CONJUNCTIVITIS 18 0 
<1 Commercial ASTHMA, UNSPECIFIED, UNSPECIFIED 18 3 
<1 Commercial FEBRILE CONVULSIONS SIMPLE UNSPEC 16 2 
<1 Commercial DEHYDRATION 15 6 
<1 Medicaid ACUTE URIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 1253 8 
<1 Medicaid UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEDIA 1126 2 
<1 Medicaid FEVER 557 7 
<1 Medicaid UNSPEC VIRAL INF CCE & UNS SITE 428 6 




2010 Maine Hospital Emergency Department Use Statewide for Selected Age 
Groups Requested by Payer: Top 30 Outpatient Emergency Department 
Volume 
For this report the top 30 volume diagnoses in total and the top 30 diagnosis within each payer type were 
determined.  











<1 Medicaid UNSPECIFIED CONJUNCTIVITIS 193 0 
<1 Medicaid FUSSY INFANT 192 0 
<1 Medicaid UNS NONINF GASTROENTERIT&COLITIS 178 2 
<1 Medicaid PNEUMONIA, ORGANISM UNSPECIFIED 158 13 
<1 Medicaid ACUT BRONCHIOLITIS-OTH INF ORGNSMS 143 21 
<1 Medicaid OBSERVATION OTH SPEC SUSPECTED COND 131 0 
<1 Medicaid COUGH 128 0 
<1 Medicaid CONTUS FACE SCALP&NECK EXCEPT EYE 126 2 
<1 Medicaid CANDIDIASIS OF MOUTH 105 0 
<1 Medicaid DIAPER OR NAPKIN RASH 105 0 
<1 Medicaid CROUP 104 3 
<1 Medicaid RASH&OTH NONSPECIFIC SKIN ERUPTION 103 0 
<1 Medicaid UNSPECIFIED CONSTIPATION 91 2 
<1 Medicaid DIARRHEA 86 2 
<1 Medicaid HEAD INJURY, UNSPECIFIED 80 0 
<1 Medicaid TEETHING SYNDROME 68 0 
<1 Medicaid INTESTINAL INF DUE OTH ORGANISM NEC 65 8 
<1 Medicaid BRONCHITIS NOT SPEC AS ACUT/CHRONIC 63 0 
<1 Medicaid ABDOMINAL PAIN, UNSPECIFIED SITE 57 0 
<1 Medicaid ACUTE BRONCHIOLITIS DUE TO RSV 54 31 
<1 Medicaid UNSPECIFIED VIRAL EXANTHEM 53 0 
<1 Medicaid ASTHMA, UNSPECIFIED, UNSPECIFIED 51 3 
<1 Medicaid OTHER DISEASES NASAL CAVITY&SINUSES 50 0 
<1 Medicaid CONTCT DERMATIT&OTH ECZEMA-UNS CAUS 50 0 
<1 Medicaid ESOPHAGEAL REFLUX 48 5 
<1 Medicare ACUTE URIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 16 0 
<1 Medicare UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEDIA 13 0 
<1 Medicare FEVER 10 0 
<1 Medicare DIAPER OR NAPKIN RASH 3 0 
<1 Medicare FUSSY INFANT 3 0 
<1 Medicare CROUP 2 0 
<1 Medicare ACUT BRONCHIOLITIS-OTH INF ORGNSMS 2 0 
<1 Medicare UNSPECIFIED CONSTIPATION 2 0 
<1 Medicare UNSPECIFIED FETAL&NEONATAL JAUNDICE 2 0 




2010 Maine Hospital Emergency Department Use Statewide for Selected Age 
Groups Requested by Payer: Top 30 Outpatient Emergency Department 
Volume 
For this report the top 30 volume diagnoses in total and the top 30 diagnosis within each payer type were 
determined.  











<1 Medicare VOMITING ALONE 2 0 
<1 Medicare CONTUS FACE SCALP&NECK EXCEPT EYE 2 0 
<1 Medicare OBSERVATION OTH SPEC SUSPECTED COND 2 0 
<1 Medicare UNSPEC VIRAL INF CCE & UNS SITE 1 0 
<1 Medicare CANDIDIASIS OF MOUTH 1 0 
<1 Medicare UNSPECIFIED ACUTE CONJUNCTIVITIS 1 0 
<1 Medicare OTOGENIC PAIN 1 0 
<1 Medicare OTH SPEC CIRC SYSTEM DISORDERS 1 0 
<1 Medicare ACUTE BRONCHITIS 1 0 
<1 Medicare PNEUMONIA DUE TO RSV 1 0 
<1 Medicare BRONCHITIS NOT SPEC AS ACUT/CHRONIC 1 0 
<1 Medicare CNTC DERMATIT&ECZEM-FOOD CNTC-SKIN 1 0 
<1 Medicare TOXIC ERYTHEMA 1 0 
<1 Medicare TRANSIENT ALTERATION OF AWARENESS 1 0 
<1 Medicare FEBRILE CONVULSIONS SIMPLE UNSPEC 1 0 
<1 Medicare SWELLING MASS OR LUMP IN HEAD&NECK 1 0 
<1 Medicare DIARRHEA 1 0 
<1 Medicare ABDOMINAL PAIN, UNSPECIFIED SITE 1 0 
<1 Medicare CONCUSSION WITH NO LOC 1 0 
<1 Medicare 
OTHER SPEC OPEN WOUND OCULAR 
ADNEXA 1 0 
<1 Other UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEDIA 53 0 
<1 Other ACUTE URIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 27 0 
<1 Other FEVER 26 0 
<1 Other CONTUS FACE SCALP&NECK EXCEPT EYE 15 0 
<1 Other UNS NONINF GASTROENTERIT&COLITIS 11 0 
<1 Other CROUP 9 0 
<1 Other RASH&OTH NONSPECIFIC SKIN ERUPTION 9 0 
<1 Other UNSPEC VIRAL INF CCE & UNS SITE 8 0 
<1 Other PNEUMONIA, ORGANISM UNSPECIFIED 7 1 
<1 Other COUGH 7 0 
<1 Other FUSSY INFANT 6 0 
<1 Other DIARRHEA 6 0 
<1 Other RESPIRATORY SYNCYTIAL VIRUS 5 0 
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<1 Other DIAPER OR NAPKIN RASH 5 0 
<1 Other UNSPECIFIED CONJUNCTIVITIS 4 0 
<1 Other UNSPECIFIED CONSTIPATION 4 0 
<1 Other OTH SPEC CONDS ORIG PERINTL PERIOD 4 0 
<1 Other VOMITING ALONE 4 0 
<1 Other OBSERVATION FOLLOWING OTH ACCIDENT 4 0 
<1 Other ASTHMA, UNSPECIFIED, UNSPECIFIED 3 0 
<1 Other UTI SITE NOT SPECIFIED 3 0 
<1 Other OBSERVATION OTH SPEC SUSPECTED COND 3 0 
<1 Other INTESTINAL INF DUE OTH ORGANISM NEC 2 1 
<1 Other ACUTE BRONCHIOLITIS DUE TO RSV 2 0 
<1 Other PNEUMONIA DUE TO RSV 2 0 
<1 Other CONTCT DERMATIT&OTH ECZEMA-UNS CAUS 2 0 
<1 Other ALLERGIC URTICARIA 2 0 
<1 Other FEEDING PROBLEMS IN NEWBORN 2 0 
<1 Other FEEDING DIFFICULTIES&MISMANAGEMENT 2 0 
<1 Uninsured ACUTE URIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 85 1 
<1 Uninsured UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEDIA 54 0 
<1 Uninsured FEVER 32 0 
<1 Uninsured UNSPEC VIRAL INF CCE & UNS SITE 23 1 
<1 Uninsured FUSSY INFANT 16 0 
<1 Uninsured VOMITING ALONE 14 0 
<1 Uninsured CANDIDIASIS OF MOUTH 13 0 
<1 Uninsured RASH&OTH NONSPECIFIC SKIN ERUPTION 13 0 
<1 Uninsured OBSERVATION OTH SPEC SUSPECTED COND 12 0 
<1 Uninsured UNSPECIFIED CONJUNCTIVITIS 11 0 
<1 Uninsured CROUP 11 0 
<1 Uninsured PNEUMONIA, ORGANISM UNSPECIFIED 10 0 
<1 Uninsured COUGH 10 1 
<1 Uninsured UNSPECIFIED FETAL&NEONATAL JAUNDICE 9 1 
<1 Uninsured CONTUS FACE SCALP&NECK EXCEPT EYE 9 0 
<1 Uninsured OTHER DISEASES NASAL CAVITY&SINUSES 8 0 
<1 Uninsured UNS NONINF GASTROENTERIT&COLITIS 8 0 
<1 Uninsured DIAPER OR NAPKIN RASH 8 0 
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<1 Uninsured OBSERVATION FOLLOWING OTH ACCIDENT 8 0 
<1 Uninsured UNSPECIFIED VIRAL EXANTHEM 7 0 
<1 Uninsured UNSPECIFIED CONSTIPATION 7 0 
<1 Uninsured OTH SPEC CONDS ORIG PERINTL PERIOD 7 0 
<1 Uninsured FEEDING PROBLEMS IN NEWBORN 6 0 
<1 Uninsured HEAD INJURY, UNSPECIFIED 6 0 
<1 Uninsured TEETHING SYNDROME 5 0 
<1 Uninsured DIARRHEA 5 0 
<1 Uninsured OBSERVATION UNSPEC SUSPECTED COND 5 0 
<1 Uninsured BRONCHITIS NOT SPEC AS ACUT/CHRONIC 4 0 
<1 Uninsured ASTHMA, UNSPECIFIED, UNSPECIFIED 4 0 
<1 Total ACUTE URIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 1682 16 
<1 Total UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEDIA 1612 2 
<1 Total FEVER 876 14 
<1 Total UNSPEC VIRAL INF CCE & UNS SITE 580 11 
<1 Total VOMITING ALONE 362 2 
<1 Total FUSSY INFANT 272 0 
<1 Total UNSPECIFIED CONJUNCTIVITIS 262 0 
<1 Total UNS NONINF GASTROENTERIT&COLITIS 245 3 
<1 Total CONTUS FACE SCALP&NECK EXCEPT EYE 240 2 
<1 Total ACUT BRONCHIOLITIS-OTH INF ORGNSMS 221 30 
<1 Total PNEUMONIA, ORGANISM UNSPECIFIED 205 18 
<1 Total COUGH 198 1 
<1 Total CROUP 193 6 
<1 Total OBSERVATION OTH SPEC SUSPECTED COND 187 0 
<1 Total RASH&OTH NONSPECIFIC SKIN ERUPTION 151 0 
<1 Total CANDIDIASIS OF MOUTH 138 0 
<1 Total DIAPER OR NAPKIN RASH 135 0 
<1 Total HEAD INJURY, UNSPECIFIED 135 0 
<1 Total UNSPECIFIED CONSTIPATION 125 2 
<1 Total DIARRHEA 124 4 
<1 Total BRONCHITIS NOT SPEC AS ACUT/CHRONIC 94 0 
<1 Total OBSERVATION FOLLOWING OTH ACCIDENT 91 0 
<1 Total INTESTINAL INF DUE OTH ORGANISM NEC 87 17 
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<1 Total ACUTE BRONCHIOLITIS DUE TO RSV 84 63 
<1 Total ABDOMINAL PAIN, UNSPECIFIED SITE 83 1 
<1 Total ASTHMA, UNSPECIFIED, UNSPECIFIED 76 6 
<1 Total OTHER DISEASES NASAL CAVITY&SINUSES 71 0 
<1 Total UNSPECIFIED VIRAL EXANTHEM 70 1 
<1 Total UTI SITE NOT SPECIFIED 67 11 
15-24 Commercial ACUTE PHARYNGITIS 1583 2 
15-24 Commercial UNSPEC SITE ANKLE SPRAIN&STRAIN 1116 0 
15-24 Commercial UTI SITE NOT SPECIFIED 859 1 
15-24 Commercial NECK SPRAIN AND STRAIN 796 1 
15-24 Commercial ABDOMINAL PAIN, UNSPECIFIED SITE 647 2 
15-24 Commercial OPEN WOUND FINGER W/O MENTION COMP 643 0 
15-24 Commercial ACUTE URIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 586 1 
15-24 Commercial UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEDIA 492 0 
15-24 Commercial HEADACHE 492 0 
15-24 Commercial CONTUS FACE SCALP&NECK EXCEPT EYE 492 1 
15-24 Commercial UNSPEC VIRAL INF CCE & UNS SITE 451 3 
15-24 Commercial CONTUSION OF HAND 399 0 
15-24 Commercial BRONCHITIS NOT SPEC AS ACUT/CHRONIC 397 0 
15-24 Commercial DEPRESSIVE DISORDER NEC 396 6 
15-24 Commercial UNS NONINF GASTROENTERIT&COLITIS 395 7 
15-24 Commercial ACUTE TONSILLITIS 381 3 
15-24 Commercial SYNCOPE AND COLLAPSE 355 5 
15-24 Commercial ABDOMINAL PAIN OTHER SPECIFIED SITE 341 6 
15-24 Commercial STREPTOCOCCAL SORE THROAT 330 1 
15-24 Commercial LUMBAR SPRAIN AND STRAIN 287 0 
15-24 Commercial INFECTIOUS MONONUCLEOSIS 271 19 
15-24 Commercial OPEN WND HND NO FNGR ALONE W/O COMP 270 0 
15-24 Commercial NONDPND ALCOHL ABS UNS DRUNKENNESS 260 5 
15-24 Commercial ACUTE BRONCHITIS 260 0 
15-24 Commercial UNSPEC D/O TEETH&SUPPORTING STRCT 254 0 
15-24 Commercial SPRAIN&STRAIN UNSPEC SITE KNEE&LEG 251 0 
15-24 Commercial PAINFUL RESPIRATION 248 0 
15-24 Commercial HEAD INJURY, UNSPECIFIED 248 2 
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15-24 Commercial SPRAIN&STRAIN UNSPEC SITE WRIST 247 0 
15-24 Medicaid ACUTE PHARYNGITIS 1899 0 
15-24 Medicaid UNSPEC D/O TEETH&SUPPORTING STRCT 1755 0 
15-24 Medicaid ACUTE URIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 1173 0 
15-24 Medicaid UTI SITE NOT SPECIFIED 1170 5 
15-24 Medicaid ABDOMINAL PAIN, UNSPECIFIED SITE 1060 2 
15-24 Medicaid UNSPEC SITE ANKLE SPRAIN&STRAIN 1011 0 
15-24 Medicaid 
OTH CURRENT MATERNAL CCE 
ANTEPARTUM 879 20 
15-24 Medicaid DEPRESSIVE DISORDER NEC 800 19 
15-24 Medicaid HEADACHE 799 4 
15-24 Medicaid UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEDIA 795 0 
15-24 Medicaid BRONCHITIS NOT SPEC AS ACUT/CHRONIC 736 0 
15-24 Medicaid UNSPEC VIRAL INF CCE & UNS SITE 622 1 
15-24 Medicaid LUMBAGO 619 0 
15-24 Medicaid AC APICAL PRDONTITIS PULPAL ORIGIN 604 0 
15-24 Medicaid CONTUSION OF HAND 603 0 
15-24 Medicaid UNSPECIFIED DENTAL CARIES 601 0 
15-24 Medicaid ABDOMINAL PAIN OTHER SPECIFIED SITE 601 8 
15-24 Medicaid UNS NONINF GASTROENTERIT&COLITIS 585 11 
15-24 Medicaid OPEN WOUND FINGER W/O MENTION COMP 481 0 
15-24 Medicaid LUMBAR SPRAIN AND STRAIN 479 0 
15-24 Medicaid UNSPECIFIED BACKACHE 477 2 
15-24 Medicaid PERIAPICAL ABSCESS WITHOUT SINUS 470 2 
15-24 Medicaid CONTUS FACE SCALP&NECK EXCEPT EYE 460 1 
15-24 Medicaid ANXIETY STATE, UNSPECIFIED 443 0 
15-24 Medicaid NECK SPRAIN AND STRAIN 440 1 
15-24 Medicaid ASTHMA UNSPECIFIED W/EXACERBATION 435 17 
15-24 Medicaid STREPTOCOCCAL SORE THROAT 392 0 
15-24 Medicaid UNSPEC SX ASSOC W/FE GENIT ORGN 387 0 
15-24 Medicaid ASTHMA, UNSPECIFIED, UNSPECIFIED 386 1 
15-24 Medicaid UNSPECIFIED SINUSITIS 382 0 
15-24 Medicare UNSPEC D/O TEETH&SUPPORTING STRCT 79 0 
15-24 Medicare DEPRESSIVE DISORDER NEC 51 1 
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15-24 Medicare UTI SITE NOT SPECIFIED 42 1 
15-24 Medicare ACUTE URIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 38 0 
15-24 Medicare HEADACHE 35 0 
15-24 Medicare UNSPEC SITE ANKLE SPRAIN&STRAIN 35 0 
15-24 Medicare ABDOMINAL PAIN, UNSPECIFIED SITE 30 0 
15-24 Medicare CONTUS FACE SCALP&NECK EXCEPT EYE 30 0 
15-24 Medicare ASTHMA UNSPECIFIED W/EXACERBATION 29 1 
15-24 Medicare BRONCHITIS NOT SPEC AS ACUT/CHRONIC 27 0 
15-24 Medicare OPEN WOUND FINGER W/O MENTION COMP 25 0 
15-24 Medicare UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEDIA 24 0 
15-24 Medicare LUMBAGO 24 0 
15-24 Medicare UNSPECIFIED BACKACHE 24 0 
15-24 Medicare VOMITING ALONE 23 0 
15-24 Medicare ANXIETY STATE, UNSPECIFIED 22 0 
15-24 Medicare 
OTH CURRENT MATERNAL CCE 
ANTEPARTUM 22 1 
15-24 Medicare UNSPEC SX ASSOC W/FE GENIT ORGN 21 0 
15-24 Medicare UNSPECIFIED PSYCHOSIS 20 3 
15-24 Medicare NAUSEA WITH VOMITING 20 0 
15-24 Medicare ABDOMINAL PAIN OTHER SPECIFIED SITE 20 0 
15-24 Medicare PAIN IN SOFT TISSUES OF LIMB 19 0 
15-24 Medicare STREPTOCOCCAL SORE THROAT 18 0 
15-24 Medicare UNSPEC VIRAL INF CCE & UNS SITE 18 0 
15-24 Medicare OTHER CONVULSIONS 18 0 
15-24 Medicare UNSPECIFIED DENTAL CARIES 17 0 
15-24 Medicare UNS NONINF GASTROENTERIT&COLITIS 17 0 
15-24 Medicare ABDOMINAL PAIN RIGHT LOWER QUADRANT 17 0 
15-24 Medicare CONTUSION OF HAND 17 0 
15-24 Other OPEN WOUND FINGER W/O MENTION COMP 690 0 
15-24 Other UNSPEC SITE ANKLE SPRAIN&STRAIN 162 0 
15-24 Other OPEN WND HND NO FNGR ALONE W/O COMP 155 0 
15-24 Other LUMBAR SPRAIN AND STRAIN 126 0 
15-24 Other ACUTE PHARYNGITIS 95 0 
15-24 Other CONTUSION OF HAND 87 0 
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15-24 Other LUMBAGO 79 0 
15-24 Other NECK SPRAIN AND STRAIN 74 0 
15-24 Other CONTUS FACE SCALP&NECK EXCEPT EYE 72 0 
15-24 Other CONTUSION OF FINGER 71 0 
15-24 Other SPRAIN&STRAIN UNSPEC SITE KNEE&LEG 67 0 
15-24 Other SPRAIN&STRAIN UNS SITE SHLDR&UP ARM 66 0 
15-24 Other THORACIC SPRAIN AND STRAIN 64 0 
15-24 Other ATTENTION TO DRESSINGS AND SUTURES 60 0 
15-24 Other UTI SITE NOT SPECIFIED 59 0 
15-24 Other ABDOMINAL PAIN, UNSPECIFIED SITE 57 0 
15-24 Other SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF CORNEA 57 0 
15-24 Other HEADACHE 50 0 
15-24 Other CONTUSION OF FOOT 50 0 
15-24 Other UNS NONINF GASTROENTERIT&COLITIS 49 0 
15-24 Other OPEN WND KNEE LEG&ANK W/O COMP 49 0 
15-24 Other HEALTH EXAM DEFINED SUBPOPULATION 49 0 
15-24 Other 
OPEN WOUND FOREARM W/O MENTION 
COMP 47 0 
15-24 Other OPEN WOUND SCLP W/O MENTION COMP 45 0 
15-24 Other DEPRESSIVE DISORDER NEC 43 0 
15-24 Other CRUSHING INJURY OF FINGER 43 0 
15-24 Other FB UNSPEC SITE EXTERNAL EYE 41 0 
15-24 Other 
OTH CURRENT MATERNAL CCE 
ANTEPARTUM 40 2 
15-24 Other UNSPECIFIED BACKACHE 40 0 
15-24 Uninsured ACUTE PHARYNGITIS 605 0 
15-24 Uninsured UNSPEC D/O TEETH&SUPPORTING STRCT 525 0 
15-24 Uninsured UTI SITE NOT SPECIFIED 351 0 
15-24 Uninsured UNSPEC SITE ANKLE SPRAIN&STRAIN 272 0 
15-24 Uninsured ACUTE URIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 254 0 
15-24 Uninsured OPEN WOUND FINGER W/O MENTION COMP 227 0 
15-24 Uninsured NECK SPRAIN AND STRAIN 224 0 
15-24 Uninsured DEPRESSIVE DISORDER NEC 219 3 
15-24 Uninsured PERIAPICAL ABSCESS WITHOUT SINUS 214 0 
15-24 Uninsured ABDOMINAL PAIN, UNSPECIFIED SITE 213 1 
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15-24 Uninsured BRONCHITIS NOT SPEC AS ACUT/CHRONIC 201 0 
15-24 Uninsured AC APICAL PRDONTITIS PULPAL ORIGIN 201 0 
15-24 Uninsured HEADACHE 197 0 
15-24 Uninsured UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEDIA 194 0 
15-24 Uninsured ACUTE BRONCHITIS 191 0 
15-24 Uninsured UNSPEC VIRAL INF CCE & UNS SITE 187 1 
15-24 Uninsured CONTUSION OF HAND 178 0 
15-24 Uninsured UNS NONINF GASTROENTERIT&COLITIS 174 3 
15-24 Uninsured LUMBAGO 172 0 
15-24 Uninsured LUMBAR SPRAIN AND STRAIN 168 0 
15-24 Uninsured CONTUS FACE SCALP&NECK EXCEPT EYE 165 1 
15-24 Uninsured NONDPND ALCOHL ABS UNS DRUNKENNESS 163 2 
15-24 Uninsured ACUTE TONSILLITIS 159 0 
15-24 Uninsured ASTHMA UNSPECIFIED W/EXACERBATION 153 2 
15-24 Uninsured OPEN WND HND NO FNGR ALONE W/O COMP 149 0 
15-24 Uninsured STREPTOCOCCAL SORE THROAT 146 0 
15-24 Uninsured ABDOMINAL PAIN OTHER SPECIFIED SITE 137 3 
15-24 Uninsured ANXIETY STATE, UNSPECIFIED 128 1 
15-24 Uninsured ASTHMA, UNSPECIFIED, UNSPECIFIED 118 0 
15-24 Total ACUTE PHARYNGITIS 4226 2 
15-24 Total UNSPEC D/O TEETH&SUPPORTING STRCT 2634 0 
15-24 Total UNSPEC SITE ANKLE SPRAIN&STRAIN 2596 0 
15-24 Total UTI SITE NOT SPECIFIED 2481 7 
15-24 Total ACUTE URIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 2083 1 
15-24 Total OPEN WOUND FINGER W/O MENTION COMP 2066 0 
15-24 Total ABDOMINAL PAIN, UNSPECIFIED SITE 2007 5 
15-24 Total HEADACHE 1573 4 
15-24 Total NECK SPRAIN AND STRAIN 1550 2 
15-24 Total UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEDIA 1537 0 
15-24 Total DEPRESSIVE DISORDER NEC 1508 29 
15-24 Total BRONCHITIS NOT SPEC AS ACUT/CHRONIC 1396 0 
15-24 Total UNSPEC VIRAL INF CCE & UNS SITE 1311 5 
15-24 Total CONTUSION OF HAND 1284 0 
15-24 Total UNS NONINF GASTROENTERIT&COLITIS 1220 21 
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OTH CURRENT MATERNAL CCE 
ANTEPARTUM 1186 27 
15-24 Total LUMBAGO 1139 0 
15-24 Total ABDOMINAL PAIN OTHER SPECIFIED SITE 1132 17 
15-24 Total LUMBAR SPRAIN AND STRAIN 1073 0 
15-24 Total AC APICAL PRDONTITIS PULPAL ORIGIN 936 0 
15-24 Total STREPTOCOCCAL SORE THROAT 908 1 
15-24 Total UNSPECIFIED DENTAL CARIES 899 0 
15-24 Total ASTHMA UNSPECIFIED W/EXACERBATION 884 29 
15-24 Total ACUTE TONSILLITIS 876 4 
15-24 Total ACUTE BRONCHITIS 862 0 
15-24 Total UNSPECIFIED BACKACHE 822 2 
15-24 Total OPEN WND HND NO FNGR ALONE W/O COMP 820 0 
15-24 Total PERIAPICAL ABSCESS WITHOUT SINUS 799 2 
15-24 Total ANXIETY STATE, UNSPECIFIED 783 2 
25-44 Commercial ACUTE PHARYNGITIS 1580 0 
25-44 Commercial OTHER CHEST PAIN 1361 87 
25-44 Commercial HEADACHE 1241 10 
25-44 Commercial OPEN WOUND FINGER W/O MENTION COMP 1218 0 
25-44 Commercial ABDOMINAL PAIN, UNSPECIFIED SITE 1110 9 
25-44 Commercial NECK SPRAIN AND STRAIN 1109 6 
25-44 Commercial UNSPEC SITE ANKLE SPRAIN&STRAIN 1031 0 
25-44 Commercial UNSPECIFIED CHEST PAIN 1022 32 
25-44 Commercial UTI SITE NOT SPECIFIED 924 10 
25-44 Commercial LUMBAGO 887 7 
25-44 Commercial BRONCHITIS NOT SPEC AS ACUT/CHRONIC 882 2 
25-44 Commercial UNS MIGRAINE W/O INTRACT MIGRAINE 846 5 
25-44 Commercial ACUTE URIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 802 0 
25-44 Commercial LUMBAR SPRAIN AND STRAIN 796 2 
25-44 Commercial ABDOMINAL PAIN OTHER SPECIFIED SITE 749 18 
25-44 Commercial UNS NONINF GASTROENTERIT&COLITIS 724 28 
25-44 Commercial UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEDIA 619 0 
25-44 Commercial ACUTE BRONCHITIS 598 3 
25-44 Commercial UNSPECIFIED SINUSITIS 592 2 
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25-44 Commercial PAINFUL RESPIRATION 558 6 
25-44 Commercial UNSPEC D/O TEETH&SUPPORTING STRCT 526 0 
25-44 Commercial PAIN IN SOFT TISSUES OF LIMB 496 2 
25-44 Commercial UNSPECIFIED BACKACHE 494 2 
25-44 Commercial OPEN WND HND NO FNGR ALONE W/O COMP 466 0 
25-44 Commercial DIZZINESS AND GIDDINESS 462 3 
25-44 Commercial ASTHMA UNSPECIFIED W/EXACERBATION 443 32 
25-44 Commercial CELLULITIS&ABSCESS LEG EXCEPT FOOT 435 40 
25-44 Commercial STREPTOCOCCAL SORE THROAT 426 3 
25-44 Commercial PALPITATIONS 425 2 
25-44 Medicaid UNSPEC D/O TEETH&SUPPORTING STRCT 2140 0 
25-44 Medicaid LUMBAGO 1631 7 
25-44 Medicaid HEADACHE 1462 5 
25-44 Medicaid ABDOMINAL PAIN, UNSPECIFIED SITE 1248 17 
25-44 Medicaid ACUTE PHARYNGITIS 1204 3 
25-44 Medicaid UNS MIGRAINE W/O INTRACT MIGRAINE 1125 4 
25-44 Medicaid BRONCHITIS NOT SPEC AS ACUT/CHRONIC 1087 0 
25-44 Medicaid PERIAPICAL ABSCESS WITHOUT SINUS 979 2 
25-44 Medicaid UTI SITE NOT SPECIFIED 975 10 
25-44 Medicaid AC APICAL PRDONTITIS PULPAL ORIGIN 952 0 
25-44 Medicaid DEPRESSIVE DISORDER NEC 951 40 
25-44 Medicaid LUMBAR SPRAIN AND STRAIN 943 0 
25-44 Medicaid UNSPECIFIED BACKACHE 934 0 
25-44 Medicaid ACUTE URIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 923 0 
25-44 Medicaid UNSPEC SITE ANKLE SPRAIN&STRAIN 896 0 
25-44 Medicaid UNSPECIFIED DENTAL CARIES 878 0 
25-44 Medicaid OTHER CHEST PAIN 857 57 
25-44 Medicaid ABDOMINAL PAIN OTHER SPECIFIED SITE 819 12 
25-44 Medicaid ANXIETY STATE, UNSPECIFIED 722 5 
25-44 Medicaid NECK SPRAIN AND STRAIN 681 1 
25-44 Medicaid UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEDIA 676 0 
25-44 Medicaid UNSPECIFIED CHEST PAIN 669 24 
25-44 Medicaid PAIN IN SOFT TISSUES OF LIMB 635 0 
25-44 Medicaid ACUTE BRONCHITIS 620 3 
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25-44 Medicaid UNS NONINF GASTROENTERIT&COLITIS 593 18 
25-44 Medicaid UNSPECIFIED SINUSITIS 558 0 
25-44 Medicaid PAINFUL RESPIRATION 542 4 
25-44 Medicaid ASTHMA UNSPECIFIED W/EXACERBATION 539 31 
25-44 Medicaid ASTHMA, UNSPECIFIED, UNSPECIFIED 533 1 
25-44 Medicare HEADACHE 487 2 
25-44 Medicare DEPRESSIVE DISORDER NEC 465 16 
25-44 Medicare UNSPEC D/O TEETH&SUPPORTING STRCT 437 0 
25-44 Medicare UNS MIGRAINE W/O INTRACT MIGRAINE 430 1 
25-44 Medicare LUMBAGO 375 3 
25-44 Medicare ABDOMINAL PAIN, UNSPECIFIED SITE 329 5 
25-44 Medicare OTHER CHEST PAIN 280 21 
25-44 Medicare BRONCHITIS NOT SPEC AS ACUT/CHRONIC 275 2 
25-44 Medicare UNSPECIFIED CHEST PAIN 257 9 
25-44 Medicare ANXIETY STATE, UNSPECIFIED 251 0 
25-44 Medicare UNSPECIFIED BACKACHE 240 2 
25-44 Medicare OTHER CONVULSIONS 232 14 
25-44 Medicare ACUTE PHARYNGITIS 216 0 
25-44 Medicare UTI SITE NOT SPECIFIED 206 13 
25-44 Medicare UNSPEC SITE ANKLE SPRAIN&STRAIN 203 1 
25-44 Medicare ABDOMINAL PAIN OTHER SPECIFIED SITE 202 11 
25-44 Medicare ACUTE URIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 188 0 
25-44 Medicare PAIN IN SOFT TISSUES OF LIMB 179 0 
25-44 Medicare PAINFUL RESPIRATION 174 6 
25-44 Medicare LUMBAR SPRAIN AND STRAIN 173 0 
25-44 Medicare AC APICAL PRDONTITIS PULPAL ORIGIN 166 0 
25-44 Medicare UNSPECIFIED DENTAL CARIES 159 0 
25-44 Medicare UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEDIA 155 0 
25-44 Medicare PERIAPICAL ABSCESS WITHOUT SINUS 155 1 
25-44 Medicare OPEN WOUND FINGER W/O MENTION COMP 154 0 
25-44 Medicare NONDPND ALCOHL ABS UNS DRUNKENNESS 137 1 
25-44 Medicare ACUTE BRONCHITIS 137 1 
25-44 Medicare ASTHMA UNSPECIFIED W/EXACERBATION 132 12 
25-44 Medicare UNS NONINF GASTROENTERIT&COLITIS 126 13 
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25-44 Other OPEN WOUND FINGER W/O MENTION COMP 898 0 
25-44 Other LUMBAR SPRAIN AND STRAIN 361 0 
25-44 Other UNSPEC SITE ANKLE SPRAIN&STRAIN 305 0 
25-44 Other OPEN WND HND NO FNGR ALONE W/O COMP 251 0 
25-44 Other LUMBAGO 239 0 
25-44 Other NECK SPRAIN AND STRAIN 174 0 
25-44 Other SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF CORNEA 161 0 
25-44 Other SPRAIN&STRAIN UNS SITE SHLDR&UP ARM 143 0 
25-44 Other CONTUSION OF HAND 133 0 
25-44 Other SPRAIN&STRAIN UNSPEC SITE WRIST 125 0 
25-44 Other SPRAIN&STRAIN UNSPEC SITE KNEE&LEG 124 0 
25-44 Other THORACIC SPRAIN AND STRAIN 107 0 
25-44 Other FOREIGN BODY IN CORNEA 107 0 
25-44 Other UNSPECIFIED BACKACHE 103 0 
25-44 Other CONTUS FACE SCALP&NECK EXCEPT EYE 103 0 
25-44 Other CONTUSION OF FINGER 101 0 
25-44 Other PAIN IN SOFT TISSUES OF LIMB 91 0 
25-44 Other CONTUSION OF KNEE 88 0 
25-44 Other CONTUSION OF CHEST WALL 85 0 
25-44 Other HEADACHE 82 0 
25-44 Other 
OPEN WOUND FOREARM W/O MENTION 
COMP 80 1 
25-44 Other FB UNSPEC SITE EXTERNAL EYE 80 0 
25-44 Other ATTENTION TO DRESSINGS AND SUTURES 79 0 
25-44 Other OTHER CHEST PAIN 73 2 
25-44 Other OPEN WOUND SCLP W/O MENTION COMP 73 0 
25-44 Other CRUSHING INJURY OF FINGER 72 1 
25-44 Other CONTUSION OF FOOT 71 0 
25-44 Other PAIN IN JOINT, SHOULDER REGION 67 1 
25-44 Other SPRAIN&STRAIN UNSPECIFIED SITE BACK 65 0 
25-44 Other PAIN IN JOINT, LOWER LEG 64 1 
25-44 Uninsured UNSPEC D/O TEETH&SUPPORTING STRCT 885 0 
25-44 Uninsured PERIAPICAL ABSCESS WITHOUT SINUS 598 4 
25-44 Uninsured LUMBAGO 524 0 
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25-44 Uninsured AC APICAL PRDONTITIS PULPAL ORIGIN 501 1 
25-44 Uninsured UNSPECIFIED DENTAL CARIES 448 0 
25-44 Uninsured LUMBAR SPRAIN AND STRAIN 425 0 
25-44 Uninsured BRONCHITIS NOT SPEC AS ACUT/CHRONIC 424 0 
25-44 Uninsured HEADACHE 398 3 
25-44 Uninsured OPEN WOUND FINGER W/O MENTION COMP 382 0 
25-44 Uninsured DEPRESSIVE DISORDER NEC 355 15 
25-44 Uninsured ABDOMINAL PAIN, UNSPECIFIED SITE 349 1 
25-44 Uninsured UNSPEC SITE ANKLE SPRAIN&STRAIN 334 0 
25-44 Uninsured OTHER CHEST PAIN 316 19 
25-44 Uninsured NECK SPRAIN AND STRAIN 304 0 
25-44 Uninsured ACUTE BRONCHITIS 303 0 
25-44 Uninsured UTI SITE NOT SPECIFIED 281 1 
25-44 Uninsured ACUTE URIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 272 0 
25-44 Uninsured ANXIETY STATE, UNSPECIFIED 265 0 
25-44 Uninsured UNSPECIFIED CHEST PAIN 265 6 
25-44 Uninsured UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEDIA 263 0 
25-44 Uninsured UNSPECIFIED BACKACHE 261 0 
25-44 Uninsured NONDPND ALCOHL ABS UNS DRUNKENNESS 255 3 
25-44 Uninsured ASTHMA UNSPECIFIED W/EXACERBATION 253 10 
25-44 Uninsured ABDOMINAL PAIN OTHER SPECIFIED SITE 249 4 
25-44 Uninsured PAINFUL RESPIRATION 236 2 
25-44 Uninsured OPEN WND HND NO FNGR ALONE W/O COMP 210 0 
25-44 Uninsured UNS NONINF GASTROENTERIT&COLITIS 201 2 
25-44 Uninsured UNSPEC VIRAL INF CCE & UNS SITE 196 2 
25-44 Uninsured CELLULITIS&ABSCESS LEG EXCEPT FOOT 194 12 
25-44 Total UNSPEC D/O TEETH&SUPPORTING STRCT 4011 0 
25-44 Total HEADACHE 3670 20 
25-44 Total LUMBAGO 3656 17 
25-44 Total ACUTE PHARYNGITIS 3580 5 
25-44 Total OPEN WOUND FINGER W/O MENTION COMP 3263 0 
25-44 Total ABDOMINAL PAIN, UNSPECIFIED SITE 3082 32 
25-44 Total OTHER CHEST PAIN 2887 186 
25-44 Total UNSPEC SITE ANKLE SPRAIN&STRAIN 2769 1 
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25-44 Total LUMBAR SPRAIN AND STRAIN 2698 2 
25-44 Total UNS MIGRAINE W/O INTRACT MIGRAINE 2641 15 
25-44 Total UTI SITE NOT SPECIFIED 2422 34 
25-44 Total NECK SPRAIN AND STRAIN 2392 8 
25-44 Total UNSPECIFIED CHEST PAIN 2260 72 
25-44 Total ACUTE URIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 2204 0 
25-44 Total DEPRESSIVE DISORDER NEC 2194 93 
25-44 Total PERIAPICAL ABSCESS WITHOUT SINUS 2096 8 
25-44 Total ABDOMINAL PAIN OTHER SPECIFIED SITE 2069 45 
25-44 Total UNSPECIFIED BACKACHE 2032 4 
25-44 Total AC APICAL PRDONTITIS PULPAL ORIGIN 1954 1 
25-44 Total UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEDIA 1741 0 
25-44 Total ACUTE BRONCHITIS 1691 7 
25-44 Total UNSPECIFIED DENTAL CARIES 1690 0 
25-44 Total UNS NONINF GASTROENTERIT&COLITIS 1686 64 
25-44 Total ANXIETY STATE, UNSPECIFIED 1611 8 
25-44 Total PAIN IN SOFT TISSUES OF LIMB 1595 3 
25-44 Total PAINFUL RESPIRATION 1555 18 
25-44 Total UNSPECIFIED SINUSITIS 1450 2 
25-44 Total UNSPEC VIRAL INF CCE & UNS SITE 1415 18 
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